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Hughey
probe
over

Riding on air

Fullerton: action
confidential
Eric Rice
Daily staff writer
The investigation of a complaint of sexual harassment against Dean Andrew Hughey has been completed and the "appropriate action" has been taken, SJSU
President Gail Fullerton said yesterday.
Hughey, dean of the School of Applied Arts and Sciences, had been under investigation for an allegation
made by a female employee who accused him of making inappropriate remarks. Hughey denied he harassed
anyone.
In her hi -monthly press conference Fullerton also
said she expects Spartan Stadium funding to he secured
by next week and that next year’s A.S. budget was fair.
She also said that the four anti-apartheid protesters arrested in Tower Hall were asked to leave, and later arrested, because they were making it impossible for her office to function, and that the gay and lesbian community’s
complaints against the Acadmeic Senate’s decision not to
drop two ROTC courses should be decided in court.
Hughey, the highest ranking black administrator at
SJSU, has gone on sick leave and will return June 1. Hughey returned from a month-long vacation on May I. He
could not be reached for comment.

Steve Alden

Everytime Frank McFadden 11 comes out
of his Physiology 54 class he tries to ride on

air. McFadden is a senior Health Science
major who plans to graduate in May. Out-

A.S. Board delays
action on asbestos
By Mariann Hansen
Daily staff writer
The Associated Students Board
of Directors decided not to take action on a resolution for cleaning up
asbestos on campus until it gathers
more information.
During the board meeting
Wednesday, concerned individuals
distributed flyers which staled
Asbestos Expo"Campus Alert
sure," and outlined information
about asbestos in 24 buildings on
campus. The flyer requested individuals to join "Concerned Students and
Employees Against Asbestos."
Bill Halloway, chairman of SJSU
Health and Safety Committee, arid
student Ellen Starbird last week re-

quested that the Ward 111111111HTS support them in asking the administration to post warning signs where
there is astxst its on campus.
Henry (Mulch. associate executive vice president of facilities development and operations, explained
the "administration’s side" of the asbestos issue to the hoard. He said that
his office did a study last year which
confirmed there were no dangerous
levels of asbestos on campus.
Baker Consultants. Inc., a survey
team employed by the California
State University. came onto campus
yesterday and will be at SJSU until
May 17, Orbach said. The team will
he taking core and air samples to de continued on page 4
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side the Old Science building, he gets a
chance to discover what gravity really is.

Fullerton would not say what action had been taken
against Hughey. She earlier said the results of the investicontinued on page 4

Fullerton signs ’85-86 A.S. budget
By Mariann Hansen
Daily staff writer
Associated Students President
announced
Schneider
Michael
Wednesday that SJSU President Gail
Fullerton signed the A.S. budget for
the 1985-86 year.
Fullerton said in her press conference yesterday that the budget
meets the stale and A.S. Constitution
requirements.
"In an attempt to meet the socalled RAF! requirements there
have been programs cut pretty heavily." Fullerton said. "I think that people ought to note that there’s a lot of
cutting across the board in order to
do that."
The Revised Automatic Funding
Initiative, passed three years ago, requires that seven campus organizations automatically be funded 25 percent of the budget.

verball
issured
Fullerton
Schneider that the budget is irreversible, he said.
"Fullerton also said it is disallowed for next year’s board to change
the budget," Schneider said.
&rine students complained to the
board Wednesday that the officers
were "racist" and "sexist" because
they did not fund minority and women’s groups. Student Karen Hester
names the PanAfrican Student
Union. Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano De Aztlan and the Women’s
Center, which were given zero allocations.
Tint Kincaid, A.S. direelor iii
Business Affairs and chairman of the
A.S. Budget Committee, said the
board decided to fund RANI first and
then make cuts across the board.
"The money wasn’t there," Kincaid said. "What was left went to the
groups that were traditionally sot-

Events will be key to REC success
new facility, will come much greater
interest in the team," Barrett said
"With greater interest genera !I..,
comes better players and bigger au
diences. I would think it’s entirely
reasonable that the basketball team,
would before too long, after this Rec
Center gets opened, be having sellouts. I don’t think it’s unreasonable."
Men’s basketball coach Bill
Some of the possible headaches
Berry agreed, saying the larger
In store for the Rec
arena would attract larger basketCenter are basket- Part three of ball schools, such as California Stale
attendance,
ball
a three-part University at Fresno and the Univerthe number of
sity of Nevada -Las Vegas.
parking Spartan Daily
events,
we had a big arena, it would
Series. allow"Ifbigger
and who will use
name schools to come
the facility.
in, from a scheduling standpoint,"
Seating for basketball will be 4,Berry said. "We’ve got to come out of
650. according to a report by Laven- the dark ages."
thol and Horwath, Public AccounThe Spartans nine play off camtants. Thirteen men’s basketball
pus at the San Jose Civic Center.
events with attendance of 4,500 are
Berry said that with an arena on
planned for the Rec Center. The
campus, more students would go to
Spartans averaged 1,530 allendence
the games and more dorm students
this season.
would attend. He also said the new
Ron
BarDirector
Union
Student
center will help the team attract
rett said he thinks basketball game
more and better basketball players.
attendance will eventually increase
While university uses, such as
because ml the Rec Center.
"My guess would be that with a basketball games, are third in prior-

"We’ve completed the investigation and taken appropriate action and according to our attorneys, that’s all I
can say about it," Fullerton said of the Hughey investigation.

By Aaron (’rust’
Daily staff writer
Like all major projects, inevitable problems are anticipated and
solutions must be sought. Ground
breaking for the Recreation and
Events Center is scheduled to begin
in March 1986, and some problems
are already arising.
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ity, major student sponsored events,
such as concerts, are expected I()
make a profit for the Rec Center.
These events will he second on the
priority use list for the center, behind
student recreational use.
There will be 5,500 seals for concerts and Rec Center officials are estimating eight to 11 concerts per
year. They estimate attendance at 5,000 per event. Earlier proposals for
the center planned for 7,500 seals.

Four to five large concerts and six to
eight small concerts were estimated
during each year.
"When we reduced the size of the
arena," Barrett said, "we had to
eliminate the large concerts. That
would either add to the number of
medium-sized concerts or reduce the
total number somehow. We just look
the large concerts and put them all in
to the medium-sized categories so
you’d be looking at this being combined now into let’s say 12 concerts in
the first year and then building up to
16 by the third or fourth year."
Most of these concerts will take
place on the weekends, when co-recreation and intramurals for students
do not have priority over them, Barrett said. The new parking garage on
Fourth Street should be able to handle the extra cars on the weekends
when school is not in session, he said.
"All of our speculation and calculation suggests there will be plenty of
parking as long as we slay away from
nighttime classes," Barrett said.
There will be four parking lots
continued on page 4

cessful or necessar
Student Laura Harris said everything in the budget was for white
males.
"I find that sick," Harris said.
Diana Garcia, A.S. director of
Student Rights and Responsibilities,
said she was offended at the generalization the students made of the
board.
"It’s not fair to call me a racist or
a sexist because I’m neither." Garcia
said.
Larry Dougherty, former A.S.
vice president, said the Your Effective Student Support party, which
currently holds the majority on the
board, has not traditionally supported RAFI. He said YESS is
upholding it now because the United
Students party will take aver the A.S.
in 1985-86.
The U.S. party was not consulted
revardiov the budget, said Doug

herty, who was also campaign manager for the U.S. party. Next year’s
board had a plan for implementing
RAFT over a one-year process and
thereby being able to fund more campus groups, he added.
Schneider said that he has not
been opposed to RAFI.
"I have asked Jean Lenart I A.S.
business administrator I why we have
not funded RAFI in the past and she
said because it devastates our budget," Schneider said. "We cul everything across the board including our
Business Office. This might be one
year of a miserable budget, but next
year I urge you I() vote either to raise
A.S. fees or go back and reverse
RAM."
A.S. fees at SJSU are the lowest
in the California Stale University
System. Schneider said. Currently,
810 of each student’s semester fees
gnus 1,,
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SUBOD wants more
games area info
lt Aaron Crowe
Daily staff writer
The Student Union Board of Directors voted Tuesday to delay the
proposed modifications to the S.U.
Games Area until more thorough research is completed.
SUBOD was to vote on a total
cost estimate of 8108,228 to expand
the games area, which is in the lower
level of the S.U., but not enough information was available for the board to
make a decision.
"I don’t know what I’m voting
on," said J. Handel Evans, SJSU executive vice president.
In a preliminary study by architects Sugimura and Associates, a
total of 6104,726 was needed for the
construction. But Terry Gregory,
S.U. recreation director, told the
board that 83,500 more would be
needed for additional items.
These additional items include
furnishings for a table tennis room, a
new Sortan Bookstore door, a new
public address system for the rooms,

and architect fees for the design
phase.
S.U. Director Ron Barrett said
that if the board approved the plan,
an additional $11.000 would be needed
for the arhit eel’s design phase.
Evans said he objected to these
last-minute additions to the plan and
wanted the proper costs to be presented at the next SUBOD meeting.
Alan Day, Associated Students
Program Board director, said it is
not fair for Ihe board to look at the
study for 15 minutes and then vote on
it. Day made a motion tin table the decision until the next board meeting.
Since Tuesday’s meeting was the
last one of the semester, Chairman
Jeff Coughlan said he would have to
schedule another meeting Ile said it
woulti be tentatively scheduled for
May 14 at 3.30 p.m. in the S.U. Guadalupe Room,
Barrett said he was "apologetic"
if the board thought these were lastminute decisions. Barrett said the architects met late Monday night and
continued on page 4
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Tower List misleads students
The Tower List, a publication listing students’evalualions of teachers, serves a negative affect in the field of
education.
The Tower List is meant to help students choose what
teachers to take. Supposedly, students feel that they can
advise others on what teacher to take.
Unfortunately, the Tower List does not serve this purpose. What it does do is set unfair judgments on leachers,
and plant preconceived ideas in students’ minds. This can

More importantly, the listing can cause the tormation
of preconceived ideas directly affecting)tudent response
and also teacher reaction.
"Student response affects teacher behavior," according to psychologists John Conger and Anne Petersen in
their book, "Adolescence and Youth." The following
study has tested this.
One speaker gave a lecture to two separate classes
The first two classes were each given a personality profile
of the speaker before they met him.
The first class was told that the lecturer was a cold ,
withdrawn person who did not get involved with the class.
The other class was given an opposite description that
of a kind, caring, warm lecturer. The third class then observed and rated the responses of the classes and the lecturer.
"It was found that student expectations did indeed affect teacher behavior," the study showed. "Students who
expected a cold teacher produced one; furthermore, the
same speaker giving the same talk was judged as
warmer, more relaxed and more competent."
This study, the psychologists stated, makes you wonder about the "potential effects of the faculty rating
guides" used on many campuses.
Imagine students who have read in the faculty guide
directly affect student -teacher interaction, and therefore, that a professor is uninspiring. As a result, the students do
teacher performance. It also serves as a "shopping not get involved in the class.
guide" for those students who wish to take the easy way
"The professor, responding to this behavior, may in
out.
turn become less enthusiastic, and each side will continue
A student telling another his or her opinion of a tea- reinforcing the other’s negative behavior with prediccher is clear as just that opinion. It is easy, in this case,
tably regrettable results," Conger and Petersen state.
to realize that the teacher evaluation is completely based
Finally, the Tower List acts as a shopping guide for
on that individual’s reaction to the teacher. A published students. I know many students who have gone through
listing of many students’ opinions is sometimes inter- college taking the easiest courses and teachers possible.
preted as more than simply opinions. The Tower List Considering that it is an honors society which puts out the
holds the power of the written word, which is often be- Tower List, I am sure it is not the purpose of the publicalieved lobe the truth. Because it is in print, and because it tion to encourage this. However, the Tower List does this;
is the sum of many opinions, students may interpret the it therefore looks as if the honor society supports this nonTower List as carrying more weight than it actually does.
academic approach to learning.

Kathy
Keesey

Vet’s memorial dream fulfilled
When Congressman Ed Zschau addressed the president’s and dean’s scholars two weeks ago in the Morris
Dailey Auditorium, he told them:
"Contribute to society and you’ll have the satisfaction
of seeing something good in this world that wasn’t there
before, and know it’s there because of you."
Zschau did probably not have the Vietnam veterans
in mind when he gave his speech at SJSU. Yet, the vets do

Christine
Frankendal

fit his words. They did sponsor something that holds a
very special meaning to all Americans the Vietnam
Veterans Memorial in Washington, D.C.
During my year as a high school exchange student in
the nation’s capital, I tried to visit all the sights and get to
know the city inside and out. Sure, I got the chance to see
the Lincoln Memorial, Washington Monument and walk
along the Mall, but there was one thing I regret I missed;
the black granite veteran’s memorial. It was dedicated on
November 13, 1982, after I had already left. On that day,
thousands of Vietnam vets were drawn to Washington,
D.C. for one of the largest processions the capital had
seen since John F. Kennedy’s funeral. They came to pay
to each other the tributes denied to them elsewhere.
A National Sponsoring Committee had raised tens of
thousands of dollars for the project. The committeee included former First Lady Rosalyn Carter, former President Gerald Ford, Gen. William Westmoreland and Sen.
George McGovern. They mailed out a fund-raising appeal
signed by comedian Bob Hope.
But it was a movie that motivated Vietnam veteran
Jan Scruggs, who had been wounded, then decorated for
bravery in 1969, to begin collecting funds for the war memorial.
After seeing "The Deer Hunter" in 1979, he told his
wife he was going to build a memorial to all the "guys"
who served in Vietnam, and have the names of everyone
killed carved on it. His dream almost ended when the con-

tributions from the American people added up to $144.50.
But when two other Vietnam vets, both attorneys in Washington, D.C., joined Scruggs’s one-man crusade, things
started to happen. A non-profit Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund (VVMF) was organized to obtain land for the
memorial, select a design, finish fund-raising, complete
the construction and conduct dedication ceremonies on
Veteran’s Day in 1982.
The Vietnam Veterans Memorial was to help bind the
nation’s wounds. What better place than the Lincoln Memorial could there be? A unity between the nation’s past
and present. But the only way to get the land near Abraham Lincoln was to get Congress to give it directly to
them. On July 1, 1980, President Jimmy Carter signed a
bill into law, giving the vets two acres at the foot of Lincoln.
A design competition was called. Any U.S. citizen 18
or older could submit entries. The VVMF received 1,421
proposed memorials in all shapes, including hovering helicopters, miniature Lincoln Memorials, peace signs and
army helmets. The commission voted unanimously on
number 1,028. Maya Lin, a Yale senior, a woman too
young to have experienced the war, had designed the powerful yet simple war memorial for a seminar on funerary
architecture.
"A confused age needs a simple solution," the commission commented.
Lin felt the memorial should be for the people who
gave their lives and carry the names of the 58,022 men and
women who died or remain missing from a war that still
hauntS us. They are listed in the order of the day they died
to read like an epic Greek poem. Locating specific names
with the aid of a directory, would be like finding bodies on
a battlefield, she said.
People read the names as words, stand quietly, let the
feelings flow. They leave feeling different than when they
arrived. The power of a familiar name turns the memorial into a place to mourn. The loved ones left behind,
cling to the one thing "they" could never take away from
those who never came home. Something that had been
with each special human being since the joy of birth: a
name.
It’s not a memorial to losers, as a military officer
pointed out at a government agency meeting. No, it’s the
Vietnam vets’ opportunity to finally express the grief and
gratitude that was buried deeper and deeper as the war
became old news to other Americans, and to relieve some
of the guilt of survival. It’s the recognition of sacrifices
and contributions made by men and women who were told
by the country they loved that it was right. It turned into
an unpopular war at home, but probably even less liked
by those whose fates were to serve in Vietnam.
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Letter to the Editor
American profits over people
Editor,
Normally, I would have dissmissed such a letter as Prof.
Wettergreen’s (May 1) as a typical conservative response
to threatened stockholder investments, but the fallacies
within the letter were too much to pass on.
In the first place, Prof. Wettergreen seems so affected by his fear of non-conservatives, his rationality has
been disturbed. It is ludicrous to accuse "leftists" of not
favoring racial equality or purposely attacking companies who do. These leftists are comprised, in part, of minorities who work with the rest to consistently advance
everyone to positions of true equality. Reverse discrimination is not a factor here, for many whites would then be
working against themselves. I hardly see a fostering of
"genuine racial equality" in South Africa when a company such as Hewlett-Packard employs approximately 10
percent non-whites in a nation where they make up 95 percent of the population.

What do you think of the
Independent dying out?

I’m sorry to see it
go. It was another viewpoint and offered different information than the
Daily.
Arlene Herring
Senior
Chemical Engineering

:41.1311,4
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Secondly, Prof. Wettergreen asserts that divestment
would bring instability to South Africa, in turn aiding the
Soviet Union. I assert that America’s foreign policy of
aiding brutal, totalitarian regimes leads to that instability. A clear majority in any nation will not be brutalized
forever, and will seek help where they can find it. If we
would try to help the most people, rather than just the
richest or those willing to continue oppressing their populations in the name of American profits, we would not
have to fear the Soviet Union.
Finally, the professor’s attacks on affirmative action
are particularly offensive. I agree with his statement that
"America’s proudest moments have come when we have
tried to live up to our devotion to the sacred principle that
’All men are created equal" but, sadly, those moments
have been far too few. Our nation has a history of consistent racial discrimination, at which we have only begun to
chip away. "Drastic" short-term measures such as affirmative action and civil rights legislation are attempts to
make up for long-term problems. Only when the principles of the Declaration of Independence are acted on,
not only mechanically asserted, can we be proud.

I’m going to miss it
because it offers a lot of
information you didn’t
find in the Daily. It offered a lot of entertainment information and
appealed to a different
crowd than the Daily.
Chris Sotelo
Senior
English

Divestment, like affirmative action, is a short-term
response. It is a response to South Africa’s abhorrent and
tragic institutionalized discrimination. It may economically affect some blacks and whites immediately, but if it
helps lead to the abolition of apartheid, it is a small prier.
to pay.
David Wallace
Junior

Letter
policy
The Daily encourages
readers to write letters. Your
response to any topic if interest is welcome.
All letters must bear
the writer’s name, signature, major, phone number
and class standing. The
phone number will not be
printed.
Letters can be delivered to the Daily, upstairs in
Dwight Bentel Hall, or at the
information center on the
first floor of the Student
Union. The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit letters for libel and length.
The viewpoints expressed in opinion pieces
and cartoons are those of
the authors.
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think it’s time. It’s
gone down in quality
over the last year or so
It’s gone down to fluffy
journalism.
Larry Hooper
Senior
Journalism

4110
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I think it is a loss. It
was nice to have a sec,
mid paper around. I
found
myself more
looking forward to grabbing that than the Daily.
Anthony McDemas
Senior
Geography
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Hayden joins Democrats in debate

Having a ball

By Liz Lynott
Daily staff writer
SJSU Professor of Social Work Jose Villa
joined a group of Democratic Party members,
which included Assemblyman Tom Hayden, to
speak on the future of the Democratic Party and
where it is going. Wednesday night, six panelists
made their presentations at the County Administration Building.
Villa, who said he was speaking from a Hispanic point of view, voiced his concern over the
Hispanic’s role in the Democratic Party.
"We, the Democratic Party, aren’t making
sense to them," Villa said. "We need to educate
not only them, but us."
Villa cited the important role of Hispanics and
of the Third World people in the United States. He
said both groups make up over 50 percent of children in K 8th grades.
Villa said they will be the majority. "They will

make this nation great," he said. "We have to de- the important role labor plays in the party and the
velop long-range plans in attracting these Third poor treatment labor unions have been receiving
World children because they’ll be the voting ma- from the party.
"They tell you that you’re going to get screwed
jority of tomorrow."
Hayden opened the panel discussion citing the and expect you to cooperate," Stemm said.
Democratic Party’s inability to cope with infla"I think the party doesn’t work stall and I distion, crime and American insecurity over nuclear agree with the whole panel," said Gloria Rose Ott,
arms.
an instructor at De Anza Junior College. Ott was
Speaking along the same lines as the other the last panelist to speak
panelists, Hayden emphasized the over-reliance of
"The blacks, liberals and labor are not the mathe Democratic Party on past ideals and plat- jority anymore," she said.
forms.
Other panelists included Martin Carnoy, proThere has been an economic and demographic fessor of economics at Stanford University, who
shift, he said, and the Democratic Party needs to stressed the need to destroy the old image of the
adapt to these changes.
Democratic Party and Steve Westly, Northern
"A lot of people are looking at the November California chairman of the Democratic Party.
defeat in a very general way," Hayden said. "Now
"Americans like winners," Carnoy said.
is the time to make changes and adaptions."
Speaking for the labor unions, Secretary of the "They almost don’t care what they win just as long
State Labor Caucus, Stephen Stemm, emphasized as they are winning."

Engineering School receives $500 donation

Steve Alden -

Daily staff photographer

:Natalie Nlerckens seems to be explaining to tour -year-old
l)a%% him Christopher Columbus discovered America.

By Christine Frankendal
Daily staff writer
The largest sum of money conJibuted by a student organization to
the School of Engineering’s "Project
88" was presented to Dean Jay Pinson yesterday.
The Chinese Engineering Students Association decided to donate
$1,000 from its fund-raising activities
to show its concern about the welfare
and academic environment of the Engineering School, said James Liu,
CESA presidential adviser.
A check for $500 was presented
by CESA President Jing Jang to Pinson during the organizations last
general meeting of the semester. Another $500 will be raised and presented next semester. The funds
come from the profit of CESA’s social
dances. The organization sponsors a
dance each semester in the Student
Union Ballroom, Liu said.

Axeman Bo Diddley to bop
at Sunday Blues Festival
By Liz Lynott
Daily staff writer
Bo Diddley will headline the Associated Students Program Board’s
Fourth Annual free Fountain Blues
Festival this Sunday. The concert begins at 2 p.m. at the fountain area
near Tower Hall.
"Bo Diddley is surely one of the
biggest names we have had appear
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’All of the artists are

well recognized and
received in their
local communities.’
Oscar Wolters
Progra ni Board
arts chairman
on any Fountain Blues Festival bill,"
said Oscar Wolters, contemporary
arts chairman for the A.S. Program
Board.
Diddley broke into the blues
scene in 1955 with his biggest hit of
the year, "Bo Diddley/I’m A Man"
and received wide recognition for his
1959 classic hit "Say Man.’
"He is famous for his guitar
riffs,"
Wolters
said.
"Many
rock’n’roll and blues artists have
since picked this up."
Lady Bo, who has been appearing for 30 years with Bo Diddley,
will be singing back up and playing
guitar.
Also appearing will be the Rat
Band, which features former members of Tower of Power and Elvin
Bishop. They are currently the house
band at Larry’s Rathskeller, a blues
club in Berkeley.
Little John Chrisley, the 15-year-

old harmonica player will be returning again to the blues festival. Little
John made his first major impression
on the music scene at the Second Annual San Francisco Battle of the Harmonicas, Wolters said.
Since that time he has performed
with such musicians as Bo Diddley,
Huey Lewis & The News, Pat Travers, Mississippi Johnny Waters and
the John Garcia Band. Backing up
Little John at the festival will be his
band the Hair of the Dog, which is
composed of older blues artists.
"Ms." Maxine Howard, a blues
singer who has just returned from a
successful tour of Japan, will also
perform. Wolters said she has performed at previous festivals and has
always been a favorite. Also appearing will be Lady Bianca, who
opened for Van Morrison on his recent tour, and Mick Gravenites and
Johnny Hartsman.
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April 1 to raise $10 million from the
industrial corporations in the area,
such as IBM and Hewlett-Packard.
One million dollars is expected to be
raised from alumni and faculty, and
another $1 million is expected to be
raised for scholarships in corporate
donations, Pinson said.
"The expansion of the engineering facility will provide the opportunity to take us through the 90s."
Pinson said. He added that student
enrollment is expected to increase 40
to 50 percent because of the expansion.
CESA, which has been a recognized student society at SJSU since
fall 1982, currently has 135 members.
Its purpose is to provide members
with the opportunity to exercise and

develop their communication, leadership and managerial skills by participating in academic and social activities.
It is a multi -disciplinary organization, not limited to Chinese members, Liu said. Most members are engineering majors, Free tutoring in
the Engineering Building office,
room 148, is offered to members by 23
volunteer tutors. Other services include: technical seminars, plant
tours, high-tech conventions and conferences. These allow members to establish professional contacts in the
engineering and management fields.
Social functions, cultural events
and student advisement enrich the
members’ college experience, Liu
said.

CALIFORNIA STATE
UNIVERSITY
& THE WALGREEN CO.
Be A Part Of Our Growth
The Walgreen Company is moving into a new period of growth and
expansion with more Drug Stores opening everyday. Opportunities
exist for Retail Management Trainees willing to help us meet this
demanding challenge now and in the future.
The candidates chosen will be taught "first hand" to manage a
Walgreen store thru a unique and comprehensive training program. Prior experience or related business degree would be a plus.
Our starting salaries are excellent, benefits outstanding and our
commitment to growth unmatched. Walgreens is coming to interview graduates on Wednesday, May 15th. To arrange your personal
interview at this time, please Contact:
The Placement Center
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"They are all musicians to keep
an eye on in the future," Wolters
said.
"With the quality and popularit
of the performers appearing at flu festival this year we expect the turn
out to be the largest we’ve had."
Beverages will be on sale at Mu
festival and Wolters said the audience may bring whatever food or
beverages they wish.

Postmaster: Please send all address corrections to Spartan Daily, San Jose State Umcersity. One Washington Square, San Jose,
’A 95192
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Associate deans, department
chairmen, professors and engineering students attended the ceremony. Pinson said in his "Project 88"
speech that he appreciated the students’ effort. He said the check was
the largest donation made by a student organization to the project.
"Project 88" is an expansion and
renovation of the School of Engineering facilities, Pinson said. The
name refers to the time when the
school is scheduled to move into a
new building, replacing the 1952 facility comprising the south and east
sides of today’s complex. The building will cost $40 million. SJSU must
raise 30 percent of the cost of the
building.
A six-month fund drive began
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Student Union -Ballroom
San Jose State University
Bring a nice paycheck back from vacation
or school break! Work for Western and earn
extra cash for expenses!
Whether you’re skilled or unskilled, Western has a job to fit your abilities and your
schedule. We need in-store product demonstrators, clerks, and light industrial workers
as well as typists, receptionists, and word
processors.
Make your vacation pay off! Call Western
today.

Western

TEMPORARY SERVICES.
PRUNEYARD TOWER 1, STE 205
1901 S. BASCOM AVE.
CAMPBELL, CA 95008
(408) 371-i171
TECHNICAL
CLERICAL (WESTERN GIRL) MARKETING MEDICAL
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL SENTRY SANTA PHOTO VIDEOTAPE
EOE-M/F/H

TM

PARTICPATING VENDORS/PRODUCTS*
Jazz/Lotus
Omnis 3
DB Master
MacDraft
Mac Vision
Assimilation Process

*Partial listing

Sponsored by GET INFO and Spartan Bookstore

Macintosh is a licensed 111004.ra of Apple Computer 11111.’
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REC banks on high attendance for financial success
continued from page i
and street parking when the center is
open, he said.
Jim Scott, booking manager for
convention and cultural facilities in
San Jose, said a concert facility is
needed in San Jose, but there will be
problems during and after construction. Scott said that cutting services
during construction is "typical" of all
projects because prices rise from the
time they are estimated to the time
the center is built.

Pat Lamborn, director of the
Santa Clara Center for Occupational
Safety and Health, also spoke to the
board concerning the safety standards for asbestos set by the California Occupational Safety and Health
Association. Cal/OSHA has set the
safety level at two fibers of asbestos
per cubic centimeter of air, Lamborn
said, but she added that Cal/OSHA
has tried to get a stricter ruling and
reduce it to .2 fibers per cubic centimeter of air.
"Of course you know what the
safest exposure would be," Lamborn
said. "None. Zero asbestos is the desired exposure."
John Stipicevich, director of Non Traditional Minority Affairs, was
going to introduce a resolution to help
monitor the asbestos problem, but requested that the board look into both
sides of the issue before voting on it.
The resolution was tabled until next
week.

Barrett said he expects the Rec
Center will draw large crowds for
concerts and he hopes to have Bay
Area concert promoter Bill Graham
bring events to the center.
The Associated Students Program Board will support concerts in
the center, but its 878,500 annual bud -

Buildings suspected of containing asbestos

Asbestos
action
stalled
continued 1111111 page
termine the levels of asbestos in
buildings on campus.
CSU is allocating M. million for
the containment of asbestos on the 19
campuses in the system, Orbach
said. The money will become available July 1. and Baker Consultants is
in the process of surveying all CSU
campuses. SJSU is the twelfth campus to be surveyed.
"We requested money from the
CSU," Orbach said. "It’s a state-wide
problem. The first area of concern is
the K through 12 schools."

During the summer concerts can
be held any day of the week, Barrett
said, and the indoor facility should
draw a larger crowd all year round.

When the Rec Center is scheduled to open in early 1988, Scott foresees scheduling problems for concerts. Acts pay more to use the
facility on the weekend and will
therefore want to use the center on a
weekday, he said.
He said he also sees a scheduling
conflict with the school administration and intercollegiate athletics
wanting to use the center during the
week, causing concerts to fall lower
in priority.

1080 Saratoga Ave , San Jose
Call (408) 984.7576

"Graham has said ’Yes, we’d
love to see a nice facility in the South
Bay." Barrett said.

continued from page i
the time pressure caused the problem.
Remodeling the games area
would create more office and storage
space. It would also allow more effi-
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By Mike Di Marco
A university policy for students
found guilty of cheating or plagiarizing is expected lithe considered Monday during the Academic Senate’s
last meeting of the school year.

San Salvador Street
12. Women’s Gym
13. Engineering Bldg. * *
14. Industrial Studies
1 5. Faculty Dining Room
16. Art Building
17. Health Building
1 8. Business Tower *
19. Business Classrooms
20. Duncan Hall * *
21. McOuarrie Hall
22. Central Classroom Bldg.

Key
mechanical room(s)
* custodial closet
basement
* * other (including ceiling tiles, heater wraps)

Fullerton also said she thought
the group’s request for an office elsewhere and a telephone, before they
would leave was "inappropriate."
In response to the Mandela Coalition’s demands two weeks ago for a
written condemnation of U.S. banks’
and corporations’ investments in
South Africa, Fullerton said, "Apparently they do not like my response,
bull have repsonded to them. What I
have said I will write. I will write,
and nothing else."
Concerning the Academic Senate’s decision not to drop two ROTC
summer camp courses from aca-

A story on page one of yesterday’s Spartan Daily incorrectly identified Karen Hester
as coordinator of the Women’s
Center. The Women’s Center
coordinators are Jacqui Kaufman, Nancy Diercksmirier, Roberta Almerez and Mitch Martucci.

Academic dishonesty is described in the proposal as cheating or
plagiarism. The committee has defined cheating as copying another’s
work, submitting work previously
presented in another course, altering
grading or attempting to academically defraud the university in any
other way.

24. South Campus * *

dium, other events there besides the
football program."
On the anti-apartheid protests.
Fullerton said it is too early to determine what they may have accomplished.
"I think they’ve certainly drawn
attention to their concerns," she said.
The four protesters who staged a
sit-in in her office made it "really impossible for my office to function,"
she said.
"We asked them to leave, they
chose not to leave, so they had to be
arrested."

Correction

The proposal was developed by
the senate’s Instruction and Research Committee, which has asked
the senate to "develop a university
policy on academic dishonesty."
SJSU currently has no clear
statements on cheating and plagiarism, according to the committee
proposal, and has no formal procedure for dealing with academic dishonesty.

Not on map
23. Aeronautics Building

cient use of the space that is there
now, Gregory said.
The meeting should be held soon
so that work on the project could
begin in August, Gregory said. He
would like to have the work done dur-

senate’s seven polic, committees
and 23 operating committees.

Daily staff writer

. Wahlquist Library North
2. Wahlquist Central * *
3. Wahlquist Library South
4. Science Building
5. Men’s Gym
6. Hugh Gillis Hall
7. Dudley Moorhead Hall *
8. Computer Center * *
9. Tower Hall
10. Dwight Bentel Hall
11. Faculty Offices

For example, ifs student entered
SJSU in Fall 1982 and was paying the
Rec Center fee, and graduated in
1986, he or she would be able to use
the center when it opened in 1988.
Former students would only be able

Senate to examine
student plagiarism policy

Nancy Chan

to use the center for the first four
years of operation, or as long as they
paid for it as a student. After their
time was up, they would be charged
the same amount for a privilege card
as faculty, staff and alumni.
The fee for faculty and staff
would probably be $38, what it will be
next semester for students. The
alumni fee will probably be higher
than that, Barrett said, but the final
decision for the privilege cards will
rest with the S.U. Board of Directors.

demic credit and Ga and Lesbian
Alliance members’ threat of a class
action suit, Fullerton said that it is
particularly appropriate that the
courts ultimately decide the issue.
"I don’t know whether they’re
going to sue or not," she said. "That’s
a particular arena in which perhaps
it might be most appropriate to make
such decisions. It is really a matter of
the military’s requirements for commission."
Fullerton also said the A.S. budget fun* 1985-86, which she signed yesterday, meets the Title 5 and A.S.
Constitution’s requirements.
Because it met those criteria, she
signed the budget, despite criticisms
by members of next year’s board.

The vide() arcade would Ix!
moved to the front where the pool tables are now, by the entrance. The
current arcade area would be converted into a dining area. Partitions
would be put up around the video
area and would create a closed area.
This would cause a noise reduction
from the arcade area, Gregory said.
It’s "taking an ()pen concept
away and giving it a closed one," he
said.
SUBOD member Ted Gehrke
said he realized there has to be a give
and take for the remodeling, but that
there will not be any open air or open
srvice.
"You’re building a whole bunch
of small rooms down there that you
really have no control over," Gehrke
said.

Third World
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Lloyd Parkes &

We The People

The 2 p.m. meeting will be the
final gathering of the 1984-85 Academic Senate. It will be followed at 3
p.m. by the first meeting of the 198586 senate.

Gregory Isaacs
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The ’85-86 senate is scheduled to
nominate and elect officers for next
school year. Officers include the
chairman, vice chairman, secretary
and a chairman of the Committee on
Committees. The senate will also
elect a statewide senator to the California State University Academic
Senate and approve members of the

"I feel that it is not appropriate
for me to enter into what are essentially student politics," she said. "I
think that our student goverment is
comprised of people who are over the
age of 18. They’re adults and I think
they are responsible for their own behavior.
"No I don’t think I should get into
the middle of that. Each group has its
chance at the end of its term to create
’
a budget."

ing the summer or when students are
not in school and a late decision
would delay construction.
According to the preliminary
study, the east entrance at the lower
level would be the main entrance to
the games area. There would be eight
to 10 vending machines along each
side wall.

/AI

Plagiarism is defined by the
committee as a student quoting Irj
representing someone else’s work as
his or her own.
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13 kinds of N.Y. style sub -sandwiches
hearty chef salads, fresh -fruit salads
hot -spicy chili, quiche
& a full line of pastrie.!

Sweatshirts...Shorts...Shirts...

ALSO
A large variety of imported beers
A complete line of expresso coffee
& Italian soda

DISCOUNT CHARTERS
Join
British European Travel
FREE
Flights in
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FRANKFURT
PARIS
AMSTERDAM
ZURICH
BRITISH EUROPEAN
TRAVEL

Talks have taken place with Graham about using the Rev Center, Barrett said, and nothing is definite.

Students Min voted tor the project three years ago but who will
have graduated by the time it is built
will still be able louse it. Barrett said
that students Who paid for the facility
will be able to use it for the time that
they have paid into it.

SUBOD wants complete report
before funding games area

San Fernando Street

Hughey investigation complete
continued from page
gation arc confidential, but that in
any harassment case a number of options available including oral reprimand, written reprimand, suspension and dismissal.
"Ili every one that has been investigated up to this point, we have
taken some form of action when the
investigation was completed in keeping with what we found," she said.
Asked what the nature of the
leave was Fullerton said, "That’s a
personal matter that would not be appropriate for me to comment on."
Richard Whitlock, Associate
Dean of Applied Arts and Sciences
also had no comment.
Fullerton said she would not say
whether Hughey had been told who
his accuser was.
Fullerton also addressed financing the Spartan Stadium expansion
which she said has almost been secured.
"We expect to have the bank financing in hand and everything readthe end of next week to have
y.. by.
everything signed off," she said. "I
have, in fact, on my desk right now
the contract with Stolle I the contractor) ready to sign as soon as I get the
green light from Long Beach, which
hinges on getting the green light with
the bank financing. But it’s all coming together at this point."
Fullerton also speculated that it
would be possible for the San Jose
Earthquakes soccer team to hold
matches during the summer while
construction is going on. The fire
marshall would have to approve
some modifications, such as lemporary wooden steps, she said.
"I think it’s in the interest of the
university and our community if we
can keep some kind of soccer presence and we’ll try to work around
that," she said. "But we’re not going
to interrupt construction for them to
put on a match.
"We need to have, in order to get
the cash flow we need for the sta-

get is not enough to afford titan)
large concerts, said Alan Day, A.S.
program board director. Barrett said
most of the concerts would be done
through the Rec Center staff and not
the A.S. Program Board.
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NBC to air
’stormy
night’ fare

Sink or win
Concrete canoes race at Vasona
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By Marcos Breton
Daily staff writer
Like a small army they
marched over the green hills of Vasona Park and stopped at the banks
of the lake.
Hundreds of them, wearing
their school colors, were there on
this Sunday morning with the reason for their presence stenciled on
the chests of their designer Tshirts.
"Concrete Canoe Race ’85."
From different regions of the
state and from as far away as
Reno, Nev., engineering students
came to participate in this race
sponsored by the American Society
of Civil Engineers and hosted by
SJSU.
There would be races for male
and female students along with
races for faculty and alumni. The
different schools would each haven get past some qualifying heals to
qualify for the finals.
Concrete canoes of different
colors and designs were carried to
the lake and situated regally
among the picnic tables and barbeque pits.
Joggers and other passers-by
did double takes as their usual Sunday strolls were interrupted by the
conglomeration of canoe racers.
A light fog and a cold morning
breeze made it all surrealistic in a
funny sort of way.
One man, sporting a beer at to
a.m, asked one of the participants
what was going on. When he got his
answer he straightened up and
said, "Are you kidding?"
They weren’t kidding. The race
was for a purpose.
For the students it was an opportunity to test their designs, have
fun and represent their schools all
in one day.
For the faculty and alumni it
was a chance to renew old acquaintances as well as rekindle
some old rivalries.
"It gels pretty wild with the
faculty," said SJSU oarsman Steve
Pagan. "They like to ram the canoes together. There are a lot of
good-natured rivalries and they
like to get back at each other."
From the outset it became evident that the faculty members
were not the only ones learned in,
(heart of ramming.
In the first race, the University
of the Pacific in their sleek, black
and orange canoe slammmed into
the entry from University of California at Davis causing it to sink.
Laughter and shouts of "abandon ship" could be heard from the
gallery of canoe race fans.
The four from UC Davis
jumped out of their waterlogged
vessel and towed it to shore, where
fellow students and faculty began a
furious process of trying to repair
the damaged canoe before their
next race.
"II was our fault, we didn’t
know where we were going," said
ETC Davis student Tim Oslerkamp.
After working feverishly, the

Telephones
blocked off
TeleWASHINGTON (AP)
phones in government offices in the
Washington area are being electronically blocked to prevent workers
from calling time, weather or other
prerecorded messages such as Dials -Joke, The Washington Post reported in Thursday’s editions.
The blocks on 145,000 of the 230,000 government telephones here are
expected to save about $300,000 a
year, an unidentified government
spokesman told the Post.
The General Services Administration says it plans to electronically
block about 26,000 more federal
phones in the Washington area later
this year, the Post said.

’It gets pretty wild
with the faculty.
They like to ram the
canoe together.’
Steve Pagan
Engineering major
crew from Davis got their canoe
operational with the help of some
heavy -duly tape, plastic and two
stakes.
Meanwhile the SJSU craft was
in the water and were it not for
some fancy manuevering and a
little luck they might have ended
up like their UC MAVIS coun-

terparts.

Going around a turn, SJSU and
California Polytechnic Slate University at San Luis Obisbo came
perilously close to crashing. The
result was lost time and a third
.place fintsh foJSU.
_,
.
"We were looking good going
into the turn but Cal -Poly cut us
off," said SJSU student Dave Wilson. "It’s just part of the game."
While the UC Davis canoe went
under with help from UOP, the University of Santa Clara’s canoe sunk
all by itself.
Smaller than the other canoes,
the Santa Clara canoe couldn’t sustain the weight of its crew and
began taking on water. By the halfway mark it was obvious that all
was not well as the canoe was
seemingly being swallowed up by
Lake Vasona.
Going into the homestretch it
sunk. While there was guarded

(408) 292-6748
43 S. 1st St., San Jose

((

The Bulwer-Lytton Fiction Contest results will be announced on national television today.

laughter in the UC Davis canoe
sinking, there was unrestrained
hysterics when Santa Clara’s canoe
sunk.
Even fellow Santa Clara students couldn’t help but laugh at the
sight of their canoe slowly, inevitably nose diving.
"We realized we were going to
go under from the beginning," said
red-faced Santa Clara student
Chris French, "If we had it to do
over again we would probably
make the canoe with a flatter bottom so it wouldn’t have sunk so easily."
SJSU’s canoe weighed 300
pounds and like all the canoes it
had foam flotation devices at the
front and rear to keep it afloat.
Pagan said the canoes are specifically designed to make them
more efficient in the water, but he
also said the race would be won by
the best rowers.
The best rowers in all the divisions were from California Slate
University at Chico.
"I guess there is nothing to do
in Chico but practice canoe racing," Pagan said.
SJSU did manage a third place
for construction and design of their
canoe, but il didn’t seem to matter
.who won because this day had everything.
There was school rivalry as the
entries from UC Berkeley and
Stanford only seemed interested in
beating each other.
There was college spirit as the
University of Reno towed their
canoe the length of the course after
it had been split in half in a wreck
with another school.
In the end "Concrete Canoe
’85" was exactly what it was supposed to be.
"This was a hell of a lot of fun,"
said SJSU Associate Dean of Engineering Donald Myronuk.

The contest, called Bulwer-Lytton after a Victorian author known
for the book "The Last Days of Pompeii" and the lines "it was a dark and
stormy night" and "the pen is mightier than the sword," is in its fourth
year.
The National Broadcasting Co.,
NBC, filmed the final judging and
will air the results in a three-and-a half minute short during this evening’s national news show, said Scott
Rice, "Grand Panjandrum" and
originator of Me contest and SJSU
English professor.
"Nine or 10,000 entries for the
contest were received," Rice said.
All entries for this year’s contest
were received by April 15. Rice said
that bad writing entries were received from 15 countries around the
world, including France, West Germany and India. The entries were
read as they came in and a panel of
"undistinguished judges," made up
primarily of English faculty members, decided on the worst entries.
Winners will be named in the categories of romance, mystery and spy
writing. One overall adult winner and
one overall juvenile winner will receive complete Morrow word processor package.
The. NBC news program will be
aired at 5:30 p.m.

Skid Row lot
to stay open

"Why can’t your relatives throw rice like everyone
else?

Committee approves auto bill
SACRAMENTO (AP
A car
accident that was not your fault could
go
on
not
your driving record and
trigger an insurance increase under
a bill approved Wednesday by the. Assembly Transportat ion Commit tee.
"This will help motorists who
have suffered from cancellation (if insurance policies or increases in premiums," said the author. Assembly-

man Tom Hannigan, Li-Fairfield.
Hannigan said he introduced the
bill because several constituents had
complained that their insurance
firms had cancelled their policies or
raised rates because of accidents
that were not their fault. The companies had learned of the accidents
through driving records kept by the
Depart ment of Motor Vehicles.

The
LOS ANGELES (API
owner of a Skid Row lot agreed
Wednesday to help shut down a cardboard shantytown on his properly.
but some of the 60 squatters vowed to
remain in the temporary town they
call Justiceville.
"They’re going to have to take us
out of here," said Ted Hayes, a former auto detailer who said he left his
family in Riverside to become
"homeless by choice" and who organized the settlement. "We are not
going to succumb to their injustice."

-

BAR & GRILL,ire

A Touch Of Old San Francisco
Featuring:
Northern Italian Cuisine With Fresh Seafood
Steaks & Chicken C omplete Dinners

Officials say Just iceville violates
health, building, fire and safety
codes, and the city attorney’s office
had threatened to file criminal
charges against the owner, Orient Investment Co.

Lunch & Dinner
Mon -Sat
Live Entertainment

No trespassing signs were to be
posted on the property Thursday and
fences were to go up Friday, said
Samuel Anker, an attorney for Orient
Investment.

Weds -Sat
Piano Bar

.)

169 Main St
Los Altos, CA 94022
415-948-4332
Banquet Facilities
Reservations Accepted

FOUNTAIN BLUES

Let kinkois
Reproduce Your Brain -Child

295-5511
481 E. San Carlos
295-4336
Antonio
San
de
93 Paseo

kinkoss’
THE CAMPUS COPY SHOP

CERTIFIED SWIM INSTRUCTOR
To Teach Mornings

0

FESTIVAL

Start in Summer

0

64,

Peter Stein

THESES. WE DELIVER.

The government last year was
billed $34 million for calls made
within government agencies in the
area and $8 million more for outside
calls, including about $250,000 for
weather and time checks and $40,000
for calls to prerecorded messages.
according to the GSA, the newspaper
reported.

15% Student Dimwit
Graph’, c and
Fine Art
Supplier
CuStom Fronting
Engineering Supplies

Dry Toast

Call Schoeber’s Health
Club Between 8-5
For More Information
629-3333
Ask For Jim or Cal
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It’s either a smash or a
‘Ic’ for SJSU’s Conway
Ks Leonard Ho/
Daily start writer
Terry Conway is not the sort of
guy who stares at pitchers with his
bat on his shoulder. You see, when
Conway steps int() the batter’s box for
SJSU, one of two things often hapeither a swing-and -a -miss
pens
that cools off the press box or a

Baseball
swing-and-a -smash that burns up the
pitcher.
"I gel my swings in," Conway
said.
Going into the May 3-4 series
against Fresno State, Conway was
second on the Spartans in home runs
(7) and third in strikeouts 1261. The
left-handed power hitter was also tied

Friday, May 10, 1985/Spartan Daily

tor the team lead in runs -batted -in
with 33.
Conway is a hitter. He takes his
cuts and gives SJSU 100 percent.
even though he said this season has
been both a disappointment for him
and the team.
"My main goal," he said, "was to
start every game and to hit over

The current record is held by
Greg Robles, who hit 15 dingers while
playing for the Spartans in 1979 and
1981. Conway’s toughest hurdle to selling the reword isn’t opposing pitchers, though. It’s teammate Steve
(khoa, who currently leads SJSU
with eight home runs and plans on returning next season.
While the first baseman’s power
A shoulder separation suffered is not a complete surprise he hit
several weeks ago forced the junior five homers last year for Consumnes
from Wilton, Calif.. to miss a few River College in Sacramento it is
games, preventing his first goal from more than he expected.
being reached and his .259 batting av"I never thought I’d hit this
erage will probably stop him from many home runs," he said.
reaching his second goal.
And the home runs have been
But Conway is not giving up. He towering shots. Conway connected
has the same goals for next year, as for two round trippers against nationwell as a new one selling the SJSU ally -ranked Stanford on February 23,
record for home runs in a career.
and one of them cleared not only the
right field fence but also the retaining
wall behind it. On March 12 against
Santa Clara, Conway cracked a
homer that Coach Gene Menges said
was one of the longest he had ever
seen at San Jose Municipal Stadium.
Perhaps the most memorable
defending his tale.
home run of the season, though, was
However, the favorite in the 400 Conway’s game-winner against Nethis year is SJSU’s Craig Armstrong. vada -Las Vegas on March 23. In the
The sophomore from Berkeley has 12th inning of a 10-10 ballgame
only lost once this season, that com- against the Husllin’ Rebels, the left ing to U.S. Olympian Sunder Nix. bander rocketed a 420-foot shot to cap
Armstrong owns a PCAA- and SJSU- off a nine-run comeback by the Sparbest of 46.80 this year. He should be tans.
challenged by FSU’s Larry Walker
"It’s hard to describe that feel146.72). last year’s conference ing." Conway said about the UNLV
champ.
game.
Also favored, and possibly a
Still, it has been a season of ups
shoo-in, to win the hammer throw and downs. The shoulder separation
competition is SJSU’s Kjell Bystedt. was Conway’s seventh, and he has
Last weekend in Eugene, Ore., Bys- played the season under the watchful
tedt let fly a season-best of 238-2.
eye of his father, who has cancer.
"Everyone makes jokes about it
The Bulldogs’ Jeremiah Wheeler
is the favorite in the short sprints. because I play a lot better with my
Wheeler is the PCAA leader in the 100 dad here," he said.
Conway said he came to SJSU be( 10.34 ) and the 200 ( 21.14 I.
The distance races should shape cause he was offered a scholarship,
up to be battles between four run- and it was close enough to Sacraners: SJSU’s Dan Gonzalez, FSU’s mento for his father to seem him
Peter Brett and Irvine’s Rick Dodson play.
He is a physical education major
and Sean Evans. However. Irvine
won’t compute in the final team scor- and said that if professional baseball
is
not
in his future, he wants to use his
ing because it is being penalized for
using an ineligible athlete at last degree here to coach others.
"I’ll probably still be here after
year’s meet.
The Bulldogs’ Paul Bender is an next year (getting my degree)," he
overwhelming favorite to win the dis- said. "What I really want to do is slay
cus, but he has been hurt and just re- on in coaching. I want to get my degree and go to a high school."
turned to action last week.

Conference track meet
set for today in Irvine
Bs Scott ’ligation
Daily staff writer
The PCAA Track and Field
Championships, beginning today at
UC Irvine, should turn into a twoteam race.
That race will include SJSU and
Fresno Stale. with the rest of the conference battling for third place. And

Track and Field
FSU. the defending PCAA champs,
have the edge on the Spartans, defeating Coach Marshall Clark’s crew
95,2-661, in a dual meet earlier this
season.
In addition, SJSU has been weakened by injuries to some of its key
performers, further enhancing the
Bulldogs’ chances. Questionable for
the meet include pole vaulter Dan Besmer. shot putter Jim Doehring, and
sprinters Jerome Dawson and Frank
Robinson.
If Robinson is unable to compete,
it will be particularly frustrating for
the 5-8, 185-pounder. In 1983. Robinson won the PCAA championship in
the 400-meters, but last year, he was
forced to redshirt due to a knee injury. So. there’s a chance he may
miss his second straight chance at

Joe DeV.
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Daily staff photograio

’Telford and Terry Adams gel ready by pia in g pepper

Spartans end season at UOP
By Leonard Hoops
Daily staff writer

SJSU will try to dry up the University of Pacific this weekend as
they travel to Stockton to close out
the 1985 PCAA baseball season.
The Spartans need to win the series
to have a chance at taking second

Baseball
place in the PCAA’s North Division.
Pacific (15-33 overall, 5-19 in
PCAA) sports the worst record in
the league, but it has beaten some
.formidable teams, including division-leading Fresno State. SJSU
(22-33, 14-13 in PCAA) is one game
behind second-place UC-Santa Barbara, and the Gauchos must defeat

the tough Bulldogs this weekend to
hold on to their spot.
"We have a good chance of
being second," SJSU coach Gene
Menges said.
Pitching was the key the first
time the teams met in March. The
Spartans took two of three games
from the Tigers behind outstanding
performances by pitchers Terry
Adams and Anthony Telford.
Adams won the first game of
the series 4-3 with a six -hit, six strikeout performance, and Telford
tossed a three-hit shut out in the
third game to give the Spartans the
series victory.
In the Tigers’ win, Darrell Van
Roy allowed only three earned runs
to hang on to a 9-4 victory.
SJSU is coming off a 7-6 loss to

non-league foe San Francisco State
on Tuesday, but the Spartans are
still high from Telford’s no-hitter
on May 4 against Fresno Slate.
Telford 17-4, 3.171, Adams (5-5.
3.64) and Steve Olson 15-9. 4.14) are
scheduled to get starting assignments against Pacific and will
probably face the Tiger trio of Mike
Paz. Darrell Van Roy and Chuck
Baumann.
Left fielder Steve (kboa and
center fielder Earl Boles continue
to top the team in most hitting categories. Ochoa ( .376, 8 HR, 35 RBI )
is second in the PCAA with a .438
average, and Boles ( .354, 4 HR. 24
RBI) is sixth in the PCAA at a .390
clip.

Monday thru Friday, 8 am to 4 pm starting May 28th thru June 14th
KEEP READING.
has 300 temporary positions (3 weeks only)
these
temporary positions can become full time
interested,
available NOW! For those
summer jobs.

IIREAT AMERICA

In addition to your hourly wages, you will receive 6 complimentary passes
to use at Great America, (a $84.00 value) to use for your fun and enjoyment all summer long.
To take advantage of this popular program, call KIM at (408) 496-0141, or apply in
person at the Great America employment office, 2401 Agnew Rd., Santa Clara, CA
95052.

THESE POSITIONS MUST BE FILLED BY MAY 17, 1985

GREAT AMERICA.

An equal opportunity employer 41/Fit4/V

COmarupono

Friday, May 10, 1985/Spartan Daily

Bloom County

-Spartaguide
To include your information in Sparta guide. visit the Daily office in Room
208, second 11001 of Dwight Bentel Hall

The Chinese Student Association
is having a dance tonight from 8 to
midnight at Olinder Center. For
more information contact Amy Chan
at 277-8767.

The Intercultural Steering Committee is sponsoring a Hayride, Barbeque and Barn Dance tonight at 7 at
Coyote Ranch. Cost is $3 per person.
Sign-ups are at the International Center, 360 South 11th St. For more information call Muriel Andrews at 2794575.

Cai pooling will be available to
the Black Media Coalition Conference in San Francisco for all members of the Professional Minority
Media Coalition. Contact Veronica
Briggs at 277-2160 for more information.

The San Jose State Folk Dance
Club is having a dance tonight from 8
to midnight in Women’s Gym Room
101 (SPX 891. The dance will include
a special workshop in Armenian
Dance by Tom Bozigian. Contact Ed
Webb at 287-6369 for more information.

The Community Committee for
International Students is sponsoring
conversational English tutoring for
all international students from It() 3
p.m. today in Administration Building Room 222. Call Muriel Andrews at
279-4575 for more information
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The Macintosh Computer/Software
Festival will will be in the Student
Union Ballroom Monday from 10 1() 5
p.m. Some of the vendors and products that will be present include Jazz/Lotus, Omnis 3, DB Master, Mac-Draft, MacVision and Assimilation
Process.
Spartan Bookstore will have Customer Appreciation Days today and
tomorrow. The more purchases
made, the more money saved. Certain items are exluded.
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Dr. Anderson

Life on Earth

Comedian Bob "Bobcat" Goldi hwa it
will be in the S.U. Ballroom at 8 and
10 p.m. Tickets are $5 in advance and
86 at the door for students and $6 in
advance and $7 at the door for the
general public
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Yesterdaily
called to mediate.

Campus
About 150 people gathered in
front of Tower Hall to hear speakers
address issues of divestment by SJSU
faculty of Public Employee Retirement System funds and to continue
demanding that SJSU President Gail
Fullerton write a letter publicly condemning U.S. corporations’ investments in South Africa.

Two motions to find out if the Student
Union has money in banks that invest
in South Africa were voted down by
the S.U. Board of Directors Tuesday.
Another related issue also went before SUBOD, but the meeting was adjourned before it could be voted on.
Director Ron Barrett said the S.U.
does not have direct investments in
South Africa.

About 25 students went before the Associated Students Board of Directors
on. Wednesday and called board
members "sexist" and "racist" for
the 1985-86 budget they passed two
weeks ago. The group said that the
budget was racist because some minority groups at SJSU were not allocated money. University police was

The aquatics center for the Recreation and Events Center could be
open by summer 1986, two years before the scheduled opening of the Rec
Center, if the money for the pool is released by the chancellor’s office.

Nicola Wood, AS. director of Ethnic
Affairs, was dismissed from the A.S.
Board of Directors on Wednesday for
missing too many meetings.

Sheila Neal & Sariah Dorbin

Isaac Newt
my PARENTS carr
70 ROT ARMY BOOT
CAMP NEEKENP
2

Sports
Three Spartan golfers finished in
the top five at the men’s PCAA gold
championship. They came away with
a three-round score of 861, edging
Fresno State by seven strokes for the
championship.
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The Spartan baseball team lost to
San Francisco Stale Tuesday, losing
their 33rd game of the season. SJSU
gave up six runs in the ninth inning to
blow a 6-1 lead, losing. 7-6.
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Back in the days of ragtime music, there was
tio such thing as bottled
wer or beer in cans.
Those were the great
days of draft beer, fresh
from the keg. Like the
(1 raft 1)rewed at Frederic
Miller’s old Plank Road
Brewery. It !lad a taste as
smooth and fresh as the

new jazz music itself.
A taste that’s hard to
11 11(1 in today’s bottles and
cans. Because most beers,
in bottles and cans, are
pasteurized. Cooked to
140 degrees to preserve
their shelf life. So they
lose that fresh draft taste.
Nit now there’s a bottled lwer that not cooked.

It’s specially cold-filtered
instead. To keep the true
taste of fresh draft.
Introducing Plank Road
Original Draught. It tastes
as fresh from the bottle as
it does from the keg.

PLANK ROAD
()rigival Draught

